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1.0 Introduction

Causes of Increase in Graduate population
a) Increasing national Population growth
b) Advent of knowledge economy
c) Propelled by emerging technologies
d) Competition for limited jobs in industry

1.1 Graduate employment in North America and Europe

Graduate unemployment in USA relatively low compared to the situation
in Europe. Ref -The Accenture Strategy (2015) U.S.A College Graduate
Employment Study - Unemployment rate among young graduates- 4.5%.
Here young graduates are not being offered learning experiences in
industry that advance their carriers. Indeed, these graduates are opting
for carriers in relatively small companies and shunning away from the
traditional sectors like energy, insurance and communications.



• Graduate unemployment in Europe far worse than in USA. 

Ref- Trendence Institute in Berlin as reported by the 

Guardian Newspaper, 2013

• Survey of 320,000 graduates captured in the study. Young 

graduates waiting months for their first jobs and some 

prepared to take on unpaid internships to get a foot on the 

ladder or else emigrate.

• By 2015 graduate unemployment reached 62.5% in Greece 

and 50% of Greeks and Spaniards were willing to to

emigrate.



• 1.2 Graduate employment in India and China
In India graduate unemployment has been a perennial problem since the
1960's
Graduate employment better for Institutes of Technology;
A 2014 study carried out by the Labour Ministry ref. 5, showed that graduate
engineers formed a sixth of the total number of graduates;
Out of these engineering graduates only 30 percent managed to obtain
employment
India could still be described as a country that has large numbers of bus
conductors holding BA degrees;
India is on its way of becoming a country of the MA manual labour.

Graduate unemployment in China is relatively a recent phenomenon;
China was expected to produce 7.26 million graduates in 2015;
Out of this number 15% or over 1 million were expected to be unemployed six
months after graduation;
The overall non-graduate unemployment rate of less than 4%;
Thus, graduates are increasingly taking up blue collar jobs;
This is the "ant tribe" phenomenon that refers to the army of under-
employed or underpaid graduates unable to fulfill their ambitions.



1.3 Graduate employment in West Africa

The graduate unemployment situation in West Africa is a reflection of the
one in India and China;
However, current data are hard to come by;

During the oil boom years from 1970 - 2005 the graduate employment
situation was good;
Since then recession coupled with graduate population increases have
adversely affected graduate employment; ref. 7.

Ghana's graduate employment situation has not fared any better.

The yearly graduate output from the 68 Ghana Universities both public
and private is estimated to be about 50,000;

The economy can only absorb 25,000 per year giving an unemployment
rate of about 50%, a figure which is a course for concern.

A large chunk of these unemployed have background in social science.



2.0 The AIT University/Industry Cooperation Model



3.0 Strategies for cooperation that rely on the conduct of 

research by universities for Industry

• Contract research in the USA



• Contract research in the USA

• Academic and Business leaders have urged stronger ties

particularly in fields of science and technology

• Both parties realize substantial benefits in cooperating in

cooperative research

• The US Business-Higher Education Forum documents

policies, practices and challenges to constructing

partnerships

• Graduate programs leading to M.S and PhD degrees are

strengthened

• New technologies are created that bring benefits to industrial

partners leading to economic development in society at large



Contract research in the European Union

Contract research in Europe are as popular in Europe as in 

the USA

As an example the Confederation of British Industries has 

surveyed that 70% of businesses had developed some links 

with universities while 48% were looking to increase their 

university ties in the future

It is noted that the differing priorities held by either side seems 

to hamper progress



3.3 Contract research in middle-income developing countries

India, China and Brazil with widespread developed 

manufacturing and service industries in the last decade or two 

have developed sizable contract research strategies

Research institutes and/or contract research organizations rather 

than universities receive the lion’s share of the contracts awarded 

by governments



4.0 Cooperative strategies involving governments, universities 

& industry

4.1 Tripartite partnerships in the USA & European 

Union(Quite substantial GDP-2%; NSF support- 2000 

institutions in 50 States; EU support in 25 countries

4.2 Tripartite partnerships in dev. countries(Meager, GDP: 

0.1-0.5%; India, China, strong; Other countries - national 

service having challenges



5.0 Strategies relying on the creation of Science and Technology 

Parks

5.1 Science & Technology Parks in the USA(Stanford Research Park, 

Palo Alto, 1951- cornerstone of Silicon Valley; 1959 Research Triangle 

Park, Smartville, North Carolina, 7000 acres, 40000 workers, $22.8b 

capital investment; by 2007 174 parks in USA)

5.2 Science and Technology Parks in EU & Asian countries(since 1980 

- China, Singapore, India, UK, Germany, France, Finland and elsewhere, 

Average size in China 10,357 acres..)

5.3 Science and Technology Parks in Africa

(Established - Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt - Smart Village, South Africa; In 

planning - Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria…)



Discussions and Conclusions

Issue was to explore the problem of graduate unemployment;

This is presently a universal problem;

Solution requires the determined and cooperative efforts of 

governments at all levels, universities, industry and all relevant 

stakeholders;

Pre-university students may need to be encouraged to more and 

more choose science and technology oriented subjects as more jobs 

are being created with knowledge and skills in these fields;

Universities at the post graduate level and even at the under-

graduate level may need to conduct research which has relevance 

to industrial needs;

Science and Technology parks have great potentials for creating 

jobs that can bring about massive economic impact on nations;

The Accra Institute of Technology model, developed for 

stimulating cooperation with industry, incorporates several 

components of strategies and academic practices that have been 

identified in this paper.


